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Emerging from a long mastery of manufacture. Theia gives shape to a design approach to the ceramic production, 
reinterpreting processes and formal possibilities, pushing manufacturing boundaries to create original shapes and 
volumes.  
  
Through its wide range of carefully developed references and colors, Theia original designs offer a creative ground 
that allows the creation of contemporary ambiences,  full of character, texture and personality.

www.theiatiles.com

Theia presents a continuously growing collection of 
Portuguese handmade tiles for covering walls,  offering 

endless possibilities to create  meaningful surfaces for each 
different space, imbued with personality.



Theia and Maison Sarah Lavoine have partnered to create a 

collection of gem-like tiles. There are two graphic models, available 

in five Iconic colours, that can be combined, mixed and matched to 

create an array of displays.

Maison Sarah Lavoine designed a harmonious collection of tiles 

giving way to amazing walls, creating an authentic universe of 

eclectic and acessible luxury.

www.theiatiles.com
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About Theia Creative Tiles:

Emerging from this long mastery of manufacture, Theia gives shape to a design approach to the ceramic 
production,reinterpreting processes and formal possibilities, pushing manufacturing boundaries to create original 
shapes and volumes. Theia boldly presents tridimensional shapes, traditionally more associated to the production of 
objects, in a collection of volumetric tiles to cover bidimensional surfaces.

Through its wide range of carefully developed references and colors, Theia original designs offer a creative ground 
that allows the creation of contemporary ambiences, full of character, texture and personality.
The rich values of heritage, tradition and craftsmanship are evident in each handcrafted piece, giving shape to
contemporary designs. Ideal to custom made projects, Theia tiles' versatility invites creativity to take center stage.

Theia presents a continuously growing collection of Portuguese handmade tiles for covering walls, offering endless 
possibilities to create meaningful surfaces for each different space, imbued with personality.

For further information, please visit www.theiatiles.com

Follow on social media with #theiatiles
Share and post on Instagram: @theiatiles
Share and like on Facebook: www.facebook.com/theiatiles
Share on Pinterest: @theiatiles

Press contact: Belén Martín
press@theiatiles.com
+351218133391

The inspiration that led to the creation of this tile design was the 1960’s which was a time of change and iconic 
designs.

Stripes tiles pay an affectionate homage to this decade with its three dimensional patterns.


